Monash Comprehensive Cancer Consortium Prize for Best Poster in Cancer Research

Winner: Wee Ong (Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Monash University)

76. DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARD SET OF VALUE-BASED PATIENT-CENTERED OUTCOMES FOR BREAST CANCER – THE INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR HEALTH OUTCOMES MEASUREMENT (ICHOM) INITIATIVE


Noel and Imelda Foster Prize for Cardiovascular Research

Winner: Shane Nanayakkara (Department of Cardiology, The Alfred)

16. CRD-102, AN EXTENDED-RELEASE ORAL MILRINONE FOR ADVANCED HEART FAILURE: FIRST IN HUMAN EXPERIENCE

Nanayakkara S, Mak V, Crannitch K, Bergin P, Kaye DM

Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes Institute Prize for Cardiovascular Research

Winner: Xiaoming Gao (Baker IDI)

12. SPLENIC RELEASE OF PLATELETS CONTRIBUTES TO INCREASED CIRCULATING PLATELET SIZE AND INFLAMMATION AFTER MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION


Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes Institute Prize for Diabetes Research

Winner: Tom Karagiannis (Baker IDI)

30. INFRARED CHEMICAL MAPPING AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL IN WOUND CARE

Karagiannis TC, Ververis K, Bonvino NP, Mazarakis N, Malik N, Liang J, Luu VT, Ray NB, Hung A, Rice J

Monash Alfred Psychiatry Research Centre Prize

Winner: Raelene Tan (Monash Alfred Psychiatry Research Centre)

105. BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER AND POLYCYSTIC OVARY SYNDROME

Tan RYM, Grigg J, Kulkarni J
Professor Daniel Czarny Prize for Allergy and Asthma Research
Winner: Jodie Abramovitch (Department of Immunology and Pathology, Monash University)

1. THERMAL PROCESSING ENHANCES IGE BUT NOT T CELL REACTIVITY OF SHELLFISH ALLERGENS
Abramovitch J, Lopata AL, O’Hehir R, Rolland JM

Michael J Hall Memorial Prize for Research in Respiratory Physiology
Winner: Hayley Barnes (Department of Allergy, Immunology and Respiratory Medicine, The Alfred)

135. POSITIONAL MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES FOR SUPINE OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNOEA: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS

Lucy Battistel Prize for Allied Health Research
Winner: Lisa Murnane (Nutrition Services, The Alfred)

8. THE EFFECTS OF SARCOPENIA AND NUTRITIONAL STATUS ON POSTOPERATIVE OUTCOMES AFTER RESECTION OF GASTRIC CARCINOMA
Murnane L, Pilgrim C, Koukounaris J, Tierney A

Henrietta Law Memorial Prize for Allied Health Research
Winner: Monique Corbett (Physiotherapy Department, The Alfred)

140. THE 4-METRE GAIT SPEED AND 60-SEC SIT-TO-STAND TESTS ARE FEASIBLE AND RELIABLE IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE EXACERBATIONS OF COPD (PRELIMINARY DATA)
Corbett M, Gough B, McDonald CF, Holland AE, Osadnik CR

Burnet Prize for Infectious Diseases Research
Winner: James McMahon (Infectious Diseases Department, The Alfred and Monash University)

90. RISK FACTORS FOR UNSTRUCTURED TREATMENT INTERRUPTIONS AND ASSOCIATION WITH SURVIVAL IN ART PROGRAMMES IN LOW-MIDDLE INCOME COUNTRIES

Tony Charlton Prize for Cardiac Surgical Research
Winner: Robert Salamonsen (Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Monash University and Intensive Care Unit, The Alfred)

20. DUAL INDEPENDENT STARLING-LIKE CONTROLLERS FOR TWO IMPLANTABLE ROTARY ASSIST DEVICES CONFIGURED AS A BIVENTRICULAR ASSIST DEVICE
Salamonsen RF, Stevens A, Ou R, Marasco SM, Rosenfeldt FL
Senior Medical Staff Prize for Basic Science/Laboratory-based Research
Winner: Jessica Anania (Burnet Institute)

2. A NOVEL SPLICE VARIANT OF FcγRIIa IN HUMAN AND NON-HUMAN PRIMATES HAS ALTERED SIGNALLING AND CELL LOCALISATION
Anania JC, Trist H, Tan PS, Palmer CS, Wines B, Hogarth PM

Senior Medical Staff Prizes for Clinical / Public Health Research
Winner: Carol Hodgson (Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Monash University)

66. DISABILITY AND POOR RETURN TO WORK AFTER CRITICAL ILLNESS: A MULTICENTRE COHORT STUDY

Winner: Paul Myles (Department of Anaesthesia and Perioperative Medicine, The Alfred)

6. SAFETY AND BENEFITS OF TRANEXAMIC ACID IN CORONARY ARTERY SURGERY